Hi... I am Fizzii drinking bottle!
Thank you that you have chosen me, a high-quality product from Switzerland!

General information on my smart exterior…
These specifications and instructions for use apply for the following versions of me and my friends:
330 ml and 600 ml with rotatable drinking closure.
My print colours…
My print is environmentally-friendly and free of heavy metals. My print colours are free of toxic elements and solvents in
accordance with the constitution. The raw materials used adhere to the limit values for the European standard EN 71 (Safety
of Toys), Part 3 (Migration of certain elements).
I am foodsafe…
The high-quality plastics used on me (Fizzii drinking bottle, lid, sealing ring) contain no pollutants (no bisphenol A/BPA), are
free of plasticisers and conform to foodstuffs regulations. My test certificate states that I accord with the VO EN 10/2011.
That's why your mothers like me so much!
I am also watertight - with guarantee…
I don't leak when filled with still or carbonated drinks, but with a medium filling pressure of, for example, medium mineral
water, a drop or two may jump out. Please ensure that you apply and close my lid correctly so that your bag stays dry. And
please only fill me to the filling mark level, or I shall get into difficulties!
My lower section may bulge slightly occasionally if I am filled with carbonated drinks. That is why, if storing the Fizzii drinking
bottle for longer periods of time, you should relieve the pressure now and then. To do this, simply turn the upper part of the
rotatable drinking closure a little. It is best if you hold me away from your body. If my lower section has bulged, it will now
revert to its normal shape, and I will remain watertight due to the dampening of my sealing ring.
There is even a 25 year long - term guarantee on leakage safety! If any of my parts have a material or manufacturing defect,
and I run out because of this, then there is even free replacement. I'm really proud of that, though it's very rare. However, if
you do not use me according to my purpose, then you have to pay for the damage yourself
I am quite happy to take the occasional hot bath in the dishwasher…
My print colours and I are dishwasher-proof in standard commercially available household dishwashers with suitable
washing agents. I may lose my grip if I am washed in catering and industrial machines and more aggressive cleaning
agents.
The surface of my bottle and my colours do have a sensitive side …
The colours of the closure and drinking bottle may differ due to the use of different materials and surface structures. The
surface of my darker bottle friends is more sensitive. During the production process and transport and utilisation, surface
damage such as streaks and slight scratches may occur. I hope you will still be my friend anyway, and I can stay with you!
Please observe the following so that nothing can go wrong between us …
Prior to initial use, you should wash me thoroughly with washing up liquid. If you put my lid into the dishwasher, please put it
into the cutlery box so that it doesn't matter if the sealing ring falls out. To reassemble, simply press the sealing ring back via
the inner cone and press it right down to the bottom using a blunt object (e.g. a spoon handle). My sealing ring has not been
glued so that I can also be made hygienically clean underneath it. When cleaning me, please do not use aggressive or
abrasive agents; I am incompatible with those… I will go all pale and feel sick! Pushing me into bicycle holders which are
too small may cause painful scratches on my print.
By rotating the top part of my rotatable drinking closure, you can regulate the flow of drink according to your thirst. This is
child's play to do, and highly practical!
I am suitable for cold and hot drinks up to approx. 60 degrees Celsius and for carbonated drinks. Please store me vertically
when using me for fizzy drinks. And remember to open my rotatable drinking closure if leaving drinks in me over longer
periods of time. Please avoid unnecessary shaking when I am full of carbonated drinks. Excess pressure can form through
fermenting, alcoholic and high-nutrient drinks, so please only put fruit juices diluted with water into me.
Please do not throw me down, as my closure could be damaged. If you treat me badly and throw me from a height or let me
drop (at heights above table top height), I cannot guarantee for the stability of my material.
And I have saved the best until last: Should you no longer love me, you can have me recycled! I really hope that you will
then give one of my friends a lovely new home. If you wish to buy a new closure or sealing ring, then simply contact me!
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